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EVALUATOR:

DIRECTOR:

REFLECTIONS ON
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

AT
I UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY*

.

I am interested in finding out how the Utah State, Instructional Development
model came into being. Could, you describe that for me.?

Five years ago'a new President, Glen Taggart, arrived at USU. Early in his
administration he charged a faculty/student Committeeto undertake the task
of assessing thestatus of undergraduate education. On the basis of long °

dibcussions in the ea;lyystages and after examining the efforts of similar
projects at other institutions, the committee decided against aformal
written report on their study; instead They turned to the approach of ction
research: They divided up into task groups: one, studied the question of
general education, another delved into the problem of dormitories, another
worked on the issue of undergraduate research,another examined the lectures
and lyceum series. 'A final group began to question what we's happening in
instruction at Utah State; asking whether something:cOuld imptove the
teaching/learning protes
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Was tilVt final group the basis far the,Instructional Development?

Yds, initially,that teaching improvement subcommittee had a limited-vision
about some kind of self-help agency. Fortunately, the committee hadsome
funds which enabled its members to go about the country and see whatelse
was being done. They didn't realize until they'began to travel, that a

new discipline called Instructional Development. was being born in the.
United States. They visited Michigan State, Indiana, the Teaching Research
Center in Oregon°, the Instructional Resources Prggram at Brigham Young
University, and finally Florida State. Instructional developers fat each
institution were interviewed and a variety of approaches to improving

6pniversity teaching were discussed,

0
At, the same time the new. President, and especially.his Provost, Initiated
-a study to coordinate the media production agencies on the campus.:. There
were.several: Television, Photography,' Printing, Radio--but they were

separate agepcies, located at diver,e corners of the campus, making
it ifficult forsfaculty members to use them for undergraduate instruction,
TO' esoive tIT Problem, tile - Provost appointed a consultant to develop
a propOsal for improved organization'of the media servicesy A .third effort,
going on independently atithe same time, was aimed at producing a master
plan for the future of the library.' A syste s analyst was working with
the'library staff,to create new efficiencies. and design a way to. help a
modest library become adequate for a university'

.,

*This paper has emerged'from an interview with an external evaluator as
part of the on-going evaluqtion of USU's Instructional Development endeavor.
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What did these grotps have in common?

At fipft, very little. ,As the three groups gradually became aware 8T each
other, they began interacting, .eventually coayescing into one blue ribbon.
commIttee. Out of this interaction tamA, a lengthy proposal which was sent
to the Faculty Senate and then to the President, It proposed the creation,
of a Learning Resources Prograt which would include the library, add to
it all the media production agencies, end then create a small division to
deal With the question of improving instruction.

, -
How did'your efforts relate to other instructional development programs
on other campuses? 0

O

The section oflhat prOposal that'dealt with he improvement of ollege
instruction reported what had been discovered bout the new instructional
develidiment movement. This movement was based principles of elilral
sys ems theory, as practiced in industry and at\NASA. The view centers
T..ler impressed with training programs which had been produced for the
military andindustry. The Vice-Provost at Michigan State went to industry,
found people with Ph.D.'s in educational psychology who had been in the
business of'developing training materials and enticed them to the university

\o help faculty.develop instructional 4materials. They broUght4heir systems
management concepts with them to the dfena of higher education. In another r;
parr of the country, Syracuse University leaders were tailing about im-%
proving college instruction,; they turned instead to instructional media
training progrars for some Solutions: So at least two active alternatives
were available.

. 9

These two alternatives were a systeTs approach vs. one from instructional
media. Which did you choose?

The USU faculty, throughl=a committee compCige-d-Tolimari'ly of individuals,Vith .

humane interest in improving Instruction; soon saw that they were juillping
into a pool containing disciplines about which they knew very Thus
they advised beginning with a very'modest program, that had-elements of both

« options. The resulting Learning Resources Program created a division
where instruction could be sistematically designed and the division would
also relate to the media production-services that were lOCated in the

The concept of the comprehensive Learning Resources Program is illustrated
in- the attached chart and ShOws.how the_Drogram can prOvide any size or
format of letsrning materials, whether it be print or film, fiche or tape,
that faculty and students need f.pr learning and teaching. Where those
materials are not obtainable, thV' program atte is to produce'it in such
alternatives as radio, television, printing, graphics or audiovisual
media.

other divisions.

'

Would you describe how you settled on the instructional development model ,

you are using.



DIRECTOR: cn the early stages we may have felt that we had some answers about what
professors, should do to improve their instruction, but it didn't take
long for us to see that we had to be pretty caref About telling people,
"This ig what you aught to do."

r

One alternative we entertained initially was advocacy;(we could have pro-
moted specific approaches such as a Blanket requirement fOr course per-
formance objectives or a specific instructional media usage. 'For example,

all the faculty are supposed to file a syllabus for each course they teach..
One idea would be to require them to write, solid course syllabi with/
behavioral objectives; this would cause them to do more rigbrous planning.
It was quickly obvious that su h a requirement.would:engender more opposition
than results. The resistance uld likely be so intensive that it would.
destroy the/whole prograth.. In t lose first visionsry days we might have
responded to that - opposition by claiming .that critilcs .were uninformed,
and they really needed the requirement most of all Had we taken' such
a stance, we would ceftainlyhave encountered able faculty members who

0 could sabotage the-concept of an irTtructional development' program becaUse
there are some academic as well as tactical vulnerabilities in the use of
educational technology principles. It dittn't take toodong to discovei
that instructional technology applications,Were in themselves'still very
tenuous.

EVALUATJR: Can you give an example Of a "hard sell''approach?
.

DIRECTOR:, . Yes, the new college president a0a sister inseltutibn followed the approach
we rejected. He was committed to the idea of self-paci* he though he
could sell, the legislature of the state on a way of savirig money, tto n-.
nounced that all-multiple section courses would be cancelled and would be
taught in individual, self=pacing modules.j. He devoteda pordon.of the
-budget to the .creation learning modules, but he ran into he ty opposition.
'Fortunately, our President wouldn' even entertain the f using such
cctercion; but we might have made that mistake'if the1power had been avail-
able. Its absence forced us to examine. our environment more reflectively;
we concluded that'cajoling the faculty self-defeating in the academic-
atmosphere: /

EVALUATOR:

DIRECTOR:

Aat other options, did you consider as an alternative? '

There was another option we considered which was-exemplified try the
Teaching Research Center at Monmouth, Oregon, the Learning Resources Program
at Brigham Young niversity, the British Open-University,'and the Federallo
Regional Laborat ries. At suchsearch,,and development%centers a large
staff of traine instructional designers pioduce learning Taterials on the
basis of an exp it design model and with majorInvestment of professional
time and materials. Once completed, ese learning materials are said.to
Ve "validated." .At these centers'profe'S 'oval instructional developers
produce projeCts which they then make avai for facult7 adoption.

3
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DIRECTOR:

That was the most highly respected route at the time beChnse of the- aim
,

that the learning materials emerging from these laboratoriee cohld be
validated, guaranteeing student learning. Besides the fact that we didn;t
have massive amounts of money necessary to go that way, there are some
philosophical problems with that a0proach. It puts the developer'and the
learner inthe,center of the procest while the teacher invests very little.
Because the professor is only minimally involved inthe development of the
validated materials, he often does not adopt ,them. ThiliVcaused us'to
reconsider whether the research and, development model is appropriate
for the university.

If the industrial or the coercive approaches have drawbacks for. the
university setting, where do you turn?

It is obvious that there is a substantial difference between the university
and both the resehrch and development laboratories and the industrial,
atmosphere where the systems devellopment modefk, such as the NASA systems;
emerged., Much of the applied research that has been done on instruction
has be n:for the military andindustrial environment or for the public
'school . The university, has its own powerful environment and set of
values. The university places ite major premium upon the professors and
the,stu ents, not on, the administitation or learning theory. Its product
is not 0gible, such as those in,the space or defense industries. Academic
institut Oils do not have a.hierarhial organization whichset,policies
and tell people what to do. . On fhe contrary, the faculty functions 'on
the assn ption thatthey are their own experts,.

The university is a pretty good e ample of a Theory Y organization, using
Douglas *Gregor's words, where t e institution pays a, high pride for the
most tale 'ted people it can get and then leaves, them to'set their own
.ob fives design their own vork, implement it, and evaluate it. The
admid sstra ion doesn't superviseprofessors extensively; scholars don't
punch a clock and the administration assumes that faculty members desire
to be productive. The administretor's jo is to enable the faculty to
work. $ine this kind of power atructu drives the university, we had
to decide whether to confront the mode and change it or to'accept it and
build an\improvement .strategy which finds energy in .r.,he model.

And exactly how did you propose to do that?
. ,

As we looked at that model,of the university, some serious liabilities
surfaced in conjunction with teaching.- In many cases the university
professor's 1:.ercepti:son of teaching is that instruction is a by-product
of scholarshiP. This view assumes that the prerequisite for being a "

teacher is knowledge. Obtaining a research degree is considered to be
appropriate preparation in becoming a teacher. Then, as a scholar goes
before students he cats merely draw upon his yersonality and humanity,
which will enable him to communicate his knowledge to students. The idea
that a scholar should learn how to teachor"that he shouid'design learning
materials, has not been very seriously considered. Scholars have seldom
felt that professional,literature on teaching and learning is impor"tant

Gra
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for them. Instead they fteparo each lesson by gathering information
which they then transmie,to 'Students. That limited view of teaching is
the liability of.the model of allowing the professor to be sovereign.
Nonetheless, we have conclu* that the model is so firmly entrenched
that we ought to work withijthe-model rather than to reject it.
When viewed across time,, the success of the basic university model and its
Theory Y dimensions engender' respect for its worth.,

EVALUATOR:' How can an' instructional design seam work with that much flexibil4ty and
a, "hands off" feeling?,

I
.

DIRECTOR: What we would like to do is to find a way to interest the professor in
initiating the imprOvement of instruction rather than us intervening in
the model to disrupt it. We would like to find some way of stimulating
the professor's interests'Into learning theory and into instructional
design. We are hoping that the professor can be encouraged either by an

' existing reward structure, or some visibility on campus or trough power
of research information or by student feedback. If the professor can
be encouraged to make An initiative of his own, then we can support that
initiative to produce an improved learning-teaching experience: Our
basic approach is to accept"the professor's autonomy as the basis for
interaction and to direct thestrength of the base, through appropriate
intervention into meaningful improvement activities.

0 .

EVALUATOR:
c.

Aren't there-some drawbacks to that apprdach?

DIRECTOR: *There is a lot of vulnerability in, start ng with the teacher, A Critic
could say that we should begin with the student as the basisqar insturc-
tional development. There is soundness that. other could say that
"we should take the learning process as the basis. ritics will also suggest
that if the professor is the center of the learnin design, the product
is likely to be limited to his abilities and'hia" w llingness. We recognize
the strengths of these views, nonetheless.we have/consciously chosen to
consider' the teacher. first. Since it is' he who controls the selection
and presentation of learning activities to students, he becomes the gate
iceeper to instructional improvement.

EVALUATOR:

DIRECTOR:

re'

, .
With the faculty member chosen as the starting point, what are the advantages
you see?

0-.4
,,

In addition to accepting the professor as basis, we were con vinced that the
implementation ,of the yearning__ 'improvemeat-has -to be considered right from
the beginning-.- -The liability of the research and developmentp approach is
that it often fails to get a product implemented oncedt hasibeen produced.
We respect the research and development approach, but it consumes quantities
of money that cannot even be entertained by most universities and starts

v from an assumption that does not link with the academic world, in our Mk
estimation. That's how we sfatled on our modegt approach. We are now in
the prdcess of evaluiting whether it has-merit.

4
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EVALUATOR: Did you 'find any allies in the faculty?

DIRECTOR: We soon discovered that not all university professors were resistant to
using a team approach for improving their instructiori;,someiare ready end
willing. These professors already had considerable knowledge about learning_
design. On our Campus they tended to be in some concentrated fields like
Business Administration, Educational Psychblogy, Business Education,
Industrial TechnolOgy, Special Education, Communications, and Instructional
Media. Those people had had experientes in graduate school which opened
up the world of learning theory or educational systems and were just'
waiting for money to be made available to undertake innovations. Not
only did,wedffer these people our modest services but we invlted some of
them to be our consultants; in this way we have developed a panel of
experts who.haye been very helpful. How dia we 6ithem involved? One of
the first things we dikwas to troubleshoot for them! They needed a little
money or Some space, so'we helped them on these managertial matters. That
was a very modest thing.

EVALUATOR:

DIRECTOR:

Can you be specific now and describe how you actually use your approach
with the general faculty?

.

The mainstream problem was how to interest faculty members who pave good
will about improving teaching, but are somewhat resistant in trying new
things: Often they have heavey commitments to research or'are'loaded with
many students and do 't have the time to spend on coutee development.
Sometimes they are ap rehensive about trying something without a guarantee
that'it will work. have settled on a three-step approaCh which proceeds
incrementally as the p ofessor takesqan initiative. 'First we sensed that
a general awareness program was essential for letting facility members know-
what they might initiafe. We certilinly didn't intend to it in the office
and wait for people to come and propOse something, though there'were some
who would do that. We surveyed the'literature (Thinstitupional renewal,-and
when we found something that fit exactly into.a specific field, we sent
it off to the faculty member. After we had gone through sores of articles,
we decided to prepare,our own, little introductory handbook on teaching and

%,1 package it with lots of 'Thizazz" to'make it seem palatable.. ,We sent that
out to faculty and it began to stir interest: We also conducted regular
,seminars, each devotedto a specific 4eaching approach such as computer-

' assisted instruction, simulations, the seminar, the lecture, self-pted.
instruction.

,EVALUATqR: Where do the next steps fit with the awareness ones?
3.

DIRECTOR: Next we tried to find away to encourage professors whocould take the
initiative themselves. We weren't the slightest bit original in choosing
our strategy, settling on the concept of the competitive grant as the way
to enable faculty members to take an initiative.

The'grant has a specific social value in higher education. A person who'
receives a grant achieves immediate st4tus. At-the time he has to commit
mshielf to a certain kind of.output. cie settled on ,the idea of making a

number of smaller grantS available in the amount of two, three, four, or
five hundred dollars. We announced these, made them competitive, set
guidelines, and established a council that would referee them.

6
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EVALUATOR.' Did the competition induce some complications?
0

-.,

\ %) DIRECTOR: Rather early in the,granting process' we'estaglished a policy to fund'asmany procosa s as poSsible. So when a prop al writer called ,about thegrant, we willingly chatted about it and often worked together. At thatpoint the grant writer was hoping to get funded, and he or she was usually
rather willing to entertain suggestions. Itiwas also a point,where

,we could begin modest consultant work, which frequently took'the form of.suggestingothat the proposials have learnint\outcomes as an evaluativecriteria. For a $206 mini grant we didn't expect anyone to be able todemonstrate major learning outcomes; it would cost much more than that)for,tbe evalUation.' fiut we did encourage the faculty to shift their thinkingfrom what,they were going to do in their classes (such as a filAila or'a mapor a model) to what they wanted the "'students Ito do. We were able, to

lr
begin shapi the design, yet it wasionly,a Modest influence; the main ".Lthrust w9 Xill left up to the professo'r. As we met, with these scholarson the mini-grant proposalS

we always tried to get them to think abput
learning-rather than focusing solely on teaching.

, .

.

. /So that became what we cabled our second 6; initiative level. It worked.t, T Over seventy -five fa4ulty members, have applied for mini - grants, and wehave invested $ 0 to)$500 in each project. The money has gone exclusively4
for production--none it goeS for travel or faculty salary. The resultis that'the,faculty invest many hours of-work for a few dollars. It ispnesally somethlng,the faculty members waited to do anyway or a modification

ez, of their original idea.
,

EVALUATOR: How would you judge thefsuccess of the mini grant program?
.

DIRECTOR: Right frow ihe beginning our perception was that-the mini grant pro-gram .was a fairly low-level activity._ It enabled some modest improvemerits ofinstruction and showed a level of instittional support ter teaching
improvement, but it did not producevalidated learning developments. Itwas not evaluated extensively. In some instances we may have been"taken for a ride." One of the ,ftoblems we had with these kinds of grantswas that we had to constantly guard against giving people money fOr thingsthey should normally, be paying for with their own, department budget. Sowe Tad to wrestle with request- for travel or for money to buy films. Thesekinds of things seemed to lack serious faculty involvement. What we were'asking for-in the mini grant was for' the faculty members to invest theirtime in the design'of learning.\/We would-pay for whatever intermediate4= things were necessary to support t their efforts.

,

Because the mini grants were refereed by a respectable group of faculty,they have had more serious consideration than such things as teachingawards. We feel that teaching awards are ex post facto. They do notcause things to happen. They are not product-oriented. The grantingapproach is much more effective as an incentive for improvement, and yetit still depends upon faculty,,awarenesS and does not seem offensive tothe basic model of the university. It is within the spir o the Theory Yapproach.

7



EVALUNi.OAN I think I can see the, advantages you cite for the mini grant strategy,,

.

,
. .

-but you mentioned a third stage. Could you elaborate on that?
/

DIRECTOR: .

,
We hbped to get started on genuine-instfUctional.develo mett so as a third
level of our strategy; we convinced the administration offer some
Faculty Devel6Ment Grants which amkunt h0 $2500.- r, s nables a faculty
member or faculty team to work about..a year designing, roducing, and
evaluating a project. The department Must contribute half of the faculty
salary for ieleased,time one quarter,' and we produce the other half..
cye also contribute'$1000 of production'support money. The vital feature'of
the program is, again, that the faculty or department initiates the idda
We provide consultant help; and work in the formative stage with them
in writing of the proposal. The proposal goes' to faculty panel of referees.
Once it is is we begin the actual iikvelopt6nt process. The'ficst
'quarter is spent conceptualizing the project with the scholar so that the-
desirelp,outcomes arestated expliCitlY. Then we move inlo:a period of
production; during which time the faculty member ig given released time,
moves out of his or her office, and seta. up quarters in our center. This
fosters full time work in the atmosphere where they can 'rub shoulders with
°pi consultantS while writing, designing, and producing. thejearning
materials. Afte'r that period the professor goes back into the department
full time and does a field test of the project with some evaluative held.
This is what.we call instructional development.

EVALUATOR: Have some avoidable pitfalls become apparent in the instructional develop-
. Ment stage?"

DIRECTOR: We hairs madea lotof mistakes with these grants, but also we learlied
some rathet important fundamentals. For example, thepind set we borrowed
from the systems designers and the applied educational psychologists has
caused us to focus rather heavily on the learning materials product. Now
we have concluded that the focup was only half right. To be consistent
with our whekle view about the nature of the University, we have decided
to look much more closely'at,the environment into which this

have

0producT. is to be introduced. Right from the beginning we need to consider
the attitudes of the students,who Will be imposed upon during the field
test as well aS the attitudes of acuity colleagues who are not included
in the developmentbuLqay be influenced by it or may have attitudes about
it which we hould,consider.

EVALUATOR:

DIRECTOR:

What have' be
third stag

n the most important things which have been learned from the

Maybe the most important social environment of learning is the set of
priorities of the academic department. We have fbund out that the developer
needs to know several things about them. Is the instructional development
project running counter to the godls of g department? Is the project
going to run into a direct clash) with the values of the discipYine. What
are the implications of changing learning style that the project may bring
about'? Is it goir4. to be possible to deploy students in a manner required
by the project? How much of the project'is learning improvement and how,
much is Hawthorne effec't? Hcsw much is the success dependent on one person
who may not be permanent? A the project so threatening to the existrig
system that it will generate excessive opposition or, even undermine the
endeavor ?,

8
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A;EVALUATOR:'' These sound like major questions explored. Aren'tt,Xpese common
...- to all prolects? '

DIRECTOR: These,are some of the environmental issues that are generally raised
only after a project is destroyed.- Then developers begin to say: "It

11
would have Worked if 1h,faculty'had not been,-so O projectefensive." "The project
was thoroughly valida ed bet,the guy was so sharp that the department
couldn't stand to'have him around". These and other excuses are used as a

.., defense 'against the unfortunate,fact that fhe designersedid.not build these
realities into the initial 'model":` When we design a project'we have to

r.-5,,,design change. There are many dimensions of change that, whilg only
ancillary to the learninematerials, infquence the-change process signifi-
cantly. Here we are cOnsiderins an aspect of the sociology of institutions.

- EVALUATOR: In other wordg, the,outaide institutional factors were the long term
determinants of ,success or failure of the project.

DIRECTOR':. Well only partly. We. had our own internal difficulties too. Gnawing at
us all'the time Were these questions: Where is validated learning improve
ment? What about the use of 'design? What about systems? What about,;,
evaluation? We had been'studying the systems development model used by
Indiana, Mi san State, and Brigham Young University. We were somewhat
resistant to them because they Were too elaborate. The models use jargon
extensively; they are, often perceived as straightjacketS by faculty members
if we insitt on using them. They seem to be very.product oriented, like
the productipn o the rocket; they fit the industrial model more than, the
academy, We are still giving theM serious study, and we have found a
modified use. ,

EVALUATOR: What about evaluating the outcomes?

DIRECTOR: We were similarly uneasy about the lack of evaluation in ourprogram. How
does one flow what's going to come out of all this activity? -Is.it going
to have any learning' outcomes? We were convinced that we needed other
expertise in the office. ,We hired a evaluation and design consultant.
This 'person had had a lot of evaluation experience and some design experieticer
at Florida State. When we hired him we soon sa't that we were going to:
Aeed help in evaluating, but we needed support in design-first. So gradually
he became our specialist in the creation of.inatrucOonal materials. Now we
have hired another staff member to really devote hiffiself to evaluation

. .

EVALUATOR: In what dift.ction do you see eh e. model evolving?

DIRECTOR: On the basis 9f the experience that we've had with mini-grantsand the
faculty develo@mlit grants as well ad ,the wisdom we haire garnered from

'

other institutions involved in instructional development wh49 are trying
the same thing, we are going to begin experimenting with a modification
of the model. Up to this point the model hasofocused on the professor as
the basic unit. We- are not discoveriig that there are liabilities whidh
we think can be overcome by working with teams of professors or,whole
departments., Working with the professor makes the project's authorship
very visible as well as vulnerable because a professor may leave, may not
getrtenure, may engender jealousies, may be using the project for motivations
Other than they were funded, and soon. Team effort offers the advantages.

V
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of inconspicuous authorship, more longevity .and a larger investment of
,,pribrity by a ideparttent. In addition, we ,fire attracted to the general

principle Xhatugroupstend tp be more creative-than individuals:

EVALUATOR: Theoretically, yes; but doe this happen in practice?

NRECTOW: Whet). a group of"faculty members work together to design a.learning project
. )witil-1, a learning Consultant,. the role of consultant changes( Although,

the.neutral factoT in the group, he becomes more.of a process person
and.referee, he can. still raie design questions and have some influence
on the group. .,In the traditional consultant relationship`with one-facultymember it is rather difficult for the consultant to intervene because thesingle professor has his own conceptualization; when the consu/tarit intervenes,it sometimes seems like a challenge to that concepttializaticn, creating a
communication barrier between the'con6ltantoandthe.ciient, When a.group.is doing the conceptualizing together, the consultant, can play a more
natural role. In. that settling th,ve are several" individuals who see their
concepts as,still'formative and Velc..64 the consultant in the process
of developing the ideas.

EVALUATOR.:

DIRECTOR:

N
, -

->In our first'experiences with design groups we are having some encouraging
success. We stumbled into this approach by accident when a group of pxo-

a ------....fessors asked us if they could have a ziultiple faculty development grant,

)
We almost said .no, because we. hesitated to d vote a large portion of our
resourcesito one department, but we decided to take the risk and it provedto'be a most productive venture. Now we are orking with two full depart-
ments.a d conqider this' to be the most promi ing experiment on the horizon- -a test o see if working with teams of faculty will be .more productive thanindivid al projects. We are not going to drop the single professor efforts,but may e a priority will emerge.

A _

Could you describe your staff and.its relation to the. institution?

Initially,Ithe Instructional Development Division ra one professor servinghalf-time in the program and,,_ part-time secretary. He was consOousr,
selected from the Arts and. -leiters faculty to encourage acceptance of theeffort by the whole faculty. After the first year a full-time consultant
was added who brought skills of instructional design into the program.Next some graduate studerpts with media productioniskills were added on apart- time basis. Finally, a part-time evaluation specialist tas joinedthe team. t

EVALUATOR: Are there enough people to get the job-done?

DIRECTOR: This Division has not been liAited to using that very small staff. -We.have pended upon suppoi from t entire Learning Resources'Program,

?
Jinclu ing the library ;ar media s vices;
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Ideally, the staff or that organization are all Members of a team.
Historically, the various divisions evolved separately,--Ind then were
p4.5 together on theO basis of a rationale, but we have had some difficulty
in learning how to work together. There have been ups and downs in that
relationship; we.are on an up at the moment.

EVALUATOR:.
,
How do ybur prOjects fit in.with those of other service-organizations
on campus? .

°

DIRECTOR: It takes considerable skill to find ways in which our,objectives in=this
Division c&suppOrt, instead of confliq,-with the objectives of the
other divisions such as the television service or the.library:acquisitions ,

department or the. libpry distributions division jfor example. Theprojects..
that have. emerged out bf our Division of necessity are disseminated outside
of our Divisionsome in the classroom with the professors, someliy the

Audiovisual

Seryiceso and 'some in Otherj,diVisions'af the program We
'put considerable-demand upon their services without increasing, it re-
sources. That has proVed to he a problem. We .have had to disc ss such
requests on,a daily baiis with the various services to see tharque do
not unreasonably requeAt their time and resources: Their limitations
sometimes put constraints upon what we can design. That's jus/t a simple
example of the'generalization that we are all competing for a (imited
set of resources within one budget, each division having its own priorities
and'trying to find a way to bend the priorities of_the other divisions
in their direction. De4pfia4cylese tensions we still maintainthat weare

o" ahead by being a part of the Learning Resources Program rather than being
a separate agency which would tome to these services simply as a customer.
We have been able to reallocate spaCe, manpower, and budgetsowithin the
o erall progiam to respond to the shifting needs of instructional inndva-
tions.,

EVALUATOR:

.DIRECTOR:

J

I'm still not completely cigar on the role of your staff in dealing with
the faculty of outside departments.

Let's, go back to the original question about how our staff relates with the
institution. We are naturally in direct contact with the faculty; prO-
fessAs approach ps directly for an' idea, a sere ce, or a grant, or we
meet them in a selinar, faculty meeting, or e'I'len informally. We have
found that it is essential that we then relate any request they make to
their academic environment. We get to the'department chairman or dean

find out i'we can have their support if we work with this faculty
member. That is a crucial matter. We also approach deans, and department
heads and encourage them to shift, their priorities for the benefit of

4 instructional innovation. There are also a whole'host of administrative
agencies on the campus with which we try to relate, the most important
being the chipf audemic office of the campus, the Provost: We are ki d
of advocates in tat office, pressing for this priority or that priority,
asking them to support one rogram or another.. Fqr eiample, we,press the
Provost's office to see that tie faculty evaluation program is conducted/
each year or that the faculty development funds be made available to
professors whq,wish to attend institutes on\teaching, or we press them'

,for an increase in funds fOr faculty develbpment grants. Another of our

1

.
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efforts has been to ptess'the space allocation committee, which worksunder the Provost's office for improvement ofinatructional Space.So'in this way we're sort of an advocacy office, and we gee the whole
campus; as, well as the extension services, as an ated'where we have alogical role to6:exert influenee on the institution's bureaucracy tob
help it be tespOnsive'te the'imOovpment of instruction.

,N

EVALUATOR: Within thd SNIa.cture- of the Merrill Library anaj,earning Resources Program,whele.does the Division°of Instructional Development fit?

DIRECTOR: On the program's organizational chart is,appears to be the division-that
,(

, ' designs the,things that the' otherdivis±ons eithei produce or disseminate.In_fatt, much of the traffic 'of tWeOther divisions never comes through 0this one because /t was intended as a 'small consultant servicA Therequests which come tio,our Division very,often just go through the
other divisions for implementation if there is production or disseminationto be done. Occaslonally-something. might come in here -and go out produces
and never go through the other divisions, but we generally depend'on
resources*available in those other divisions to-do,the production and
diseemihation, and we create a good deal of ',cork for them.

EVALUATOR: Does much wort get referred from their Shops to yours?

DIRECTOR:. It is not veil3y common for something from another division to be referredto.ours. A look at a model would suggest that to be the case,, butgenerallyrhen a faculty member goes to one of the other divisions he
knows what he wants; he likely wants a service that is already beingoffered there. For example, a College of Education teacher would go tothe Instructional Television people and would request to"use the micro -teaching laboratories. That is a standard on-going service. Most of the
other divisions could be described as having standard on -going services.Our division functions on a different approach. When a person comes hegenerally brings a problem rather than a service request. The first thingwe haVe to do is to spend a' good deal of time deciding wfiat the. roblem40 is and what'possible solutions might be. Then we create,a solution whichis probably one we've never specifically done before.
e

7
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-EVALUATOR: What is the relation of the director of this program to other directors;and what kind of status does this department have?I

DIRECTOR: All four divisions have associate directors, and we have equal status.We meet weekly in a policy meeting with'the director of the progrMn:he is over all four. We go to.him for most of our problems and reportthrough him to the rest of the University. In that regard am pleasedbecause our Division is much smallet than the other divisions., and yetwe"have equal status as a division, There has been some question ofwhether our Division ought not to be enlarged by takingsome ofthe services'from the other parts and having them report to us. We genetally' prefer notto become an agency that exec tes progFam but one that'-designs them;but that ..question is always in considera n.

nEVALUATOR: Could you sum things up that we've talked bout today?

DIRECTOR: To conclude, I'd say that our mo el of awareness, initiative, and develop-''ment has enjoyed modest success. It emerged from-a small Program. and isappropriate, to the limited resour es which have been devoted to it. We
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are not so committed to it that
artIndto modify it. We are p

acceptance by the faculty and th
improving teaching and learning
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e cannot change;tand in fact, we.are
eased that the program has won gradual"
t it ,is making some limited inrcdds into

at a,small university.
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